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In this 'viewpoint' we reflect on a symposium organised by the authors with Marilyn Booth at the University of Oxford in January 2017 on 'Global and comparative feminisms in the long nineteenth century: new perspectives'. 1 Our event was organised to consider how best to categorise the projects of female empowerment that began to crystallise and cluster across the globe during the c. 1870-1930 period. The day was structured around comparative discussions of current work in progress. This workshop took place during the week of President Donald Trump's inauguration and the mass mobilisation of women in the ensuing 'pussy hat' rallies. Whilst attendees at the workshop differed greatly in their views as to the global appropriateness of the term 'feminist', there was a passionate collective voice as to the critical importance of ongoing debates into the relationship between politics, women's issues, feminism, and 'the global'.
At a time when many women's and gender historians are involved in an array of public and scholarly projects to commemorate the centenary of partial enfranchisement for British women in 1918, this viewpoint article considers some of the varying manifestations of female agency and empowerment from the late nineteenth century through to the early twentieth century. 2 In so doing, it suggests further, less British-centric narratives within which the Act might be situated. In the pages which follow, we will commence with a discussion of existing literature on global feminism in the c. 1870-1930 period, offering an appraisal of some of the key analytical frameworks, vocabularies, and approaches which have shaped the field. This will be followed by a consideration of the papers delivered at the symposium and the discussions they prompted. Our hope is that this will contribute to further contemplation of some of the perspectives to be emerging from the latest research. 4 In recent years, Western feminist scholarship has become increasingly attentive to the global networks and transnational links which motivated many first-wave feminists across this era. 3 Exciting collaborative projects, examining for example the difficulties posed by translation in the study of historic feminist ideologies, are also substantially enriching understanding. 4 Reintegrating British suffrage history into a global framework has brought a keener sense of the diverse conversations with which British campaigners were engaged by the early twentieth century. 5 When British suffragettes broke shop panes in Bond Street, London in March 1912, Chinese campaigners lauded their actions and carried out a similar attack on the windows of the Nanjing Parliament. 6 Members of the Women's Freedom League articulated a language of global sisterhood which was more sensitive than some organisations as to the varying experiences of women under patriarchy; and the feminist press in Britain reported on contemporary movements for female emancipation across the globe including Iran and Asia. 7 British suffrage militancy was also closely influenced by unfolding events in South Africa and by the consequent war in 1899-1902. 8 Attempts to define 'feminism' through a comparative historical lens have proven controversial, however. In an exchange in 1988-9, Nancy F. Cott criticised Karen Offen for her desire to embrace 'relational' as well as 'individualistic' feminisms of the past. 'Rather than connecting large areas of women's thought adjectivally under the rubric of feminism', complained Cott, 'we ought to multiply our vocabulary'. 9 Many scholars have attempted to do just that. Fleischmann has argued that in the Middle East one of the most common terminologies used was that of 'awakening', 10 whilst the editors of one collection of nineteenth-century European women's movements have argued for the appropriateness of 'women's emancipation' as a preferable organising category to that of 'feminism'.
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Historians of the fin-de-siècle Middle East have often chosen the phrase the 'Woman 5 Question' to capture the constellation of reformist discourses on women's position, linked in complex ways to nationalist debates and renewed discussions about the family in the light of a newly emerging middle class. 12 More recently Zillah Eisenstein has made the case for 'polyversal feminisms'-an intellectual position which eschews universalist frameworks of female emancipation in favour of a radical pluralism which recognises the multiple strategies of female resistance whilst recognising points of connection. 13 By adopting Eisenstein's approach of polyversality and seeking to plot how diverse projects of female empowerment came into being, a tightly-focused comparative methodology has the potential to illuminate how women can cultivate creative subjective spaces and modes of agency or dissent and how they variously classified such activity. This is a strategy which prioritises sensitivity to locally-specific contexts and discourses, whilst also recognising, as Marilyn Booth has put it, the 'transregional and translation circulation of ideas and practices that marked intellectual and political life for elites in many parts of the globe at the turn of the twentieth century.' 14 It was in the 1890s that numerous neologisms expressing departures in female aspirations began to appear. The term féminisme started to become familiar to wider audiences, having appeared as part of a 'feminist' conference in Paris in 1892. 15 It was a term which was soon to have global reach. By 1905 an 'Asociacion Feminista Filipino' had been established in the Philippines, for example. 16 Other terms were emerging too, including 'the new woman' in Europe, Egypt, Japan, China, and Korea; 'suffragette' in Britain; nan-nü (male-female) in China; 17 and fusen (women's suffrage) as articulated by Japanese campaigners in 1925. 18 Padma Anagol has pointed to the linguistic sophistication of late nineteenth-century Marathispeaking Indian women who deployed such terms as 'bhaginivarg' (sisterhood) and 'strianubhab' (women's experience) in articulating a feminist politics within the colonial context. 19 Through employing an ambitious geographical range that encompassed scholars 6 working on the Middle East, India, the Caribbean, the United States, the United Kingdom, and Africa, the workshop held in Oxford in 2017 sought to consider how resonant some of these new terms were for activists and how they themselves wished to self-identify.
From its inception there is evidence of widespread hostility to the term 'feminism' on the part of female campaigners and writers from Russia to North Africa to India. 20 Frequently criticised as an uncritical production of Western ideals or practices, feminism has often been seen as-and indeed has functioned as-a mode of cultural imperialism in itself. 21 29 Meanwhile the growing function of the press in enabling fresh perspectives on women's experiences to be articulated and shared was becoming widespread. Scholars have noted, for example, the significance of a women's press in facilitating reformist debate in colonial India, Egypt, Turkey, Iran, Syria, Greece, Korea, and China. 30 Nonetheless, emphasis on the printed word obscures other sites of female creative expression. 31 In Burundi and Buha, it has been argued that 'peripheral cults' such as the kubandwa formed a 'feminist subculture' in which women gained authority to protest against male dominance. Iranian women could forge their own paths, become cultural leaders and challenged gender norms, which might align with "feminism", but were embedded in contexts where explicitly feminist politics was not the central issue'. 33 As this suggests, despite some far-reaching commonalities of intellectual influence (J. S. Mill's 1869 Subjection of Women reached enthusiastic audiences across Europe, including in Finland and Russia, and also in Japan, the British colonies, China, and the USA), 'rights' were not necessarily the foundational framework for those seeking to enhance the status of women. 34 Even amongst those actively campaigning for 'women's rights', global specificities of language and context mean that the notion of 'rights' could have multiple inflexions. In Japan it included a Confucian sense of the importance of education in the development of individual ethical sensibilities. Here, the early twentieth-century campaigner Hiratsuka Raicho (1886-1971) advocated koken (women's rights) and boken (mothers' rights) but neither connoted voting rights. 35 Just as we need to be attentive to the multiplicity of strategies, aims, idioms, and projects to change women's position within a wider global context, so too is it important to remember the diversity of circumstances in which reforms were enacted. Liberal achievements affecting women's status were widely enacted by states for their own ulterior aims, and rarely dovetailed neatly into a feminist-shaped space created by female activism. In Iran and Turkey changes to women's position, including education and the liberalisation of dress codes, comprised part of the agendas of male politicians seeking to establish their credentials as secularist modernisers. Although settler-colony states tended to enfranchise women before those of the metropolis, the decision to enfranchise or partially enfranchise women was often part of a calculated move to uphold male and / or ethnic majorities. 36 As Patricia Grimshaw Sometimes women's votes were conceded due to an essentialist assumption that they were likely to assist in the maintenance of a conservative status quo, as in Ecuador in 1929, or the state of Utah in 1870. 38 Similar arguments that women's votes would help to form a bulwark against Bolshevik revolution helped to secure female suffrage in Sweden-and women were denied the vote for the same reason in post-revolution Mexico. 39 Placed in this global context, the UK government's decision to enfranchise only those women over thirty who fulfilled the criteria of local voters is more clearly identified as part of a broader pattern of strategic calculation. As well as acknowledging the achievements of the Representation of the People Act (1918) for British women and the inspiring campaigners who secured it, it is clearly the case that the limitations and multiple ambivalences of the Act itself should be recognised. 10 The complexity of political, social, and racial considerations underlying female enfranchisement in specific contexts are a powerful reminder of the hugely diverse constraints within which female activists were operating. There are some striking patterns of commonality-not least the close association in the early twentieth century between nationalism and renewed claims for female rights in many countries, including Ireland, Finland, Turkey, and Iran. 40 But of course, within nationalist movements, female adherents often prioritised, or were expected to prioritise, nationhood over the achievement of female rights. In any case, within any one country or region, the significance of the vote as a symbol of female emancipation varied significantly. Whilst British public history and social memory have tended to privilege the vote as a critical test of women's status, there was a multitude of debates and perspectives as to its salience in the period in question.
Putting female enfranchisement in a global context reminds us that 1918 was not simply a result of the march of democratic ideals and committed activism, but one stage in a far more complicated and chequered history of women's rights. In Sierra Leone, a land which had been granted to the British by a treaty signed by Queen Yamacouba (dates unknown) in 1787, female householders were entitled to vote in elections in 1792. That it was therefore women of colour who first exercised the right to vote is rarely acknowledged in histories of suffrage, nor that it was taken from them when Sierra Leone became a British crown colony in 1808. 41 Such complicated colonial histories were replicated elsewhere during the nineteenth century.
In those parts of Mexico which were subsumed into North America, married women lost their rights under Spanish law to property and equal custody of their children. 42 Similarly in
Hawaii, elite women's rights to elect representatives to their upper house were eroded. The speeches and writings which underpinned Umoren's discussion suggest the term 'feminism' was little used in these networks. An urgent and explicit focus on the need for equal political rights for all was, however, much-argued. Umoren reminded the audience that black feminism had significant global and comparative dimensions from its earliest days because it was shaped by the African diasporic experience of slavery, violence, and racism.
Moreover, black feminists were operating in a context in which many white female campaigners were hostile to the enfranchisement of black men before the vote had been achieved for white women. Campaigners considered by Umoren were directly involved in influences were not 'unidirectional' but rather should be seen as part of the 'globalizing forces that surfaced in locally produced, outward-reaching discourses'. 48 The imagined Europe evoked by Kurani and others was a contentious signifier of modernity and material desirability, but also stoked fears of moral degeneration and sexual transgression. Nonetheless, Booth indicated that Western feminism was not positioned simply as a 'straw figure' to be pulled down. Rather, it became entrenched within the local context, shaped by the experiences of the Egyptian intelligentsia who sought to unpick its meanings and ascribe new perspectives. The intricacies of feminist etymologies constitute a persuasive theme in Booth's work. She has previously urged scholars 'to "think in translation", to ponder the genesis of feminist terminologies across divergent linguistic regions'. 49 There was no direct translation of 'feminism' in contemporary Arabic, and the term 'rights' has similar complexities. In Egypt, 'rights' had historically referred specifically to rights within the Islamic legal system connoting 'what is due to one', including the appropriate treatment of women in marriage.
14 The respondent to this panel was Jaclyn Granick. Granick is working on a new project concerning Jewish women's internationalism during the twentieth century and has been considering the meaning of terms such as 'emancipation' and 'rights' for Jews in the modern era in her own work. In this context Granick explained that she is finding that when adding a gendered lens, the more expansive concept of 'emancipation' tended to have greater salience than 'rights', and was perceived as having higher potential to enhance Jewish women's position within their own communities. Granick wondered why, given the history of slavery in America, emancipation may not have featured in the specific texts presented by Umoren, while 'rights' was a key term for black feminists, especially in post 1865 America. In contrast women, rather than using their own life stories to advocate for societal change. 15 In the second panel on 'India and USA/UK' the two speakers focused on projects relating to their forthcoming books. Sumita Mukherjee spoke on, 'Indian Women, Suffrage, and Changing Definitions of International Feminism', whilst Ruth Percy delivered a paper on, 'Class and Feminism at the Turn of the Century: Britain and America'. 50 Mukherjee is building on the work of Antoinette Burton to scrutinise the ways female Indian campaigners engaged with the suffrage question, with an emphasis on their international networks. The women she researches, who were overwhelmingly middle-class and well-educated, considered achieving suffrage to be a symbol of modernity, according to Mukherjee.
Terminology was key to Mukherjee's discussions. In common with historians such as Anagol and Borghi, 51 she insists on the appropriateness of employing the label 'feminist', and extends this to include 'suffragette', demonstrating the radicalism of her subjects, both rhetorically and practically, in their demands for the vote and equal representation.
Nonetheless, these were women who themselves rejected both these labels. Geraldine Forbes has observed that Indian women in the colonial period did not call themselves feminist because it implied priority to women's rights issues when they also faced the pressing struggle for national equality. 52 Mukherjee concurs, adding that as a result criticisms of Indian men remained mild (even non-existent). As with the French lecturer considered by Marilyn Booth, 'feminism' had pejorative undertones here, being associated with an aggressive dislike of men. To emphasise her point, Mukherjee considered an interview with poet and politician Sarojini Naidu (1879-1949) in the Daily News and Leader in 1913. Naidu was reported as claiming that 'the vote' meant nothing to her, and was 'an empty word suggesting a foreign ideal'. 53 However, it is equally the case that Western advocates for reform to women's position frequently rejected the 'feminist' label also and could be 16 ambivalent on the suffrage question. As Lucy Delap has established, many self-styled British and American 'suffragists' who campaigned for women's votes deliberately rejected the category 'feminist'. Conversely, numerous advanced activists in turn of the century USA and UK embraced the term 'feminist' but wished to self-identify as progressive thinkers who transcended liberal individualism and the suffrage question to forge new, capacious forms of female self-expression. 54 So too in Mukherjee's study, but for divergent reasons, suffrage was only ever a part of a wider fight for changes being advocated for women in Indian society. With clear resonance to
Umoren's paper, there was a complex interrelation between the demand for expanded rights for women and nationalist, imperialist struggles. Woven throughout this was the significant role played by religion. Both the nationalist movement and the Hindu women involved in suffrage used Hindu mythologies and models of female leaders to attest to the historic equality between men and women during 'the golden age of India', before the relentless waves of colonialism. Scholars have discerned comparable processes in Turkey, Iran, Japan, and Egypt, with similar claims that women had enjoyed elevated positions in these countries' earliest histories. 55 What Mukherjee referred to as 'self-orientalising language' (a term which prompted debate amongst participants) was often used by such women. She outlined how they homogenised an 'Asian experience' in their desire to speak for Asian women, and celebrated prevalent stereotypes about their supposed spirituality, femininity, and domestic prowess, whilst insisting these qualities could work in tandem with new ideas of citizenship.
In her book project, Mukherjee is assessing the wider transnational networks Indian women forged across the empire. Geographer David Featherstone, in his work on the Atlantic world, has discussed the plural forms of subaltern cosmopolitans. 56 This provides a be the adversary of 'bourgeois feminism'. 60 The subjects of Percy's study put class solidarity 18 and collectivism first in a politics which was sceptical of liberal emphases upon individual rights. It was a distinction often lost on contemporaries, and Macarthur was even referred to as 'the well-known feminist leader' in one newspaper in 1916. 61 Drawing from contemporary printed publications but also from more recent oral histories, Percy traced how tensions were exacerbated because educated, middle-and upper-class white women routinely developed feminist ideologies in spaces from which working-class women were excluded. Echoing
Mukherjee's paper, the women in this context also perceived feminism negatively, enmeshed with views of radical suffragettes and 'sex war'. Nonetheless, Percy's subjects felt the need to develop their own networks to protect and promote women's interests in a movement which often treated their experiences as secondary. As such, reformers and politicised women workers began to share ideas and strategies across the Atlantic. By the 1910s and 1920s there is some evidence of the term feminism being specifically discussed in Labour women's writings, but even as it became more commonly used, activists generally viewed the term negatively due to their wish to dissociate themselves from what they perceived to be a middle-class women's movement. 62 A key difficulty in trying to excavate how terms such as 'feminism' were (or were not) being used by these women is the lack of documentation pertaining to rank and file members. In the 1970s and 1980s a series of oral interviews conducted by second-wave feminists sought to ask women of preceding generations whether they had been feminists. 63 This prompted debate at the workshop as to the difficulties in assessing the historic specificity of the term within this methodology. Still, Percy has sympathy with the political drive to position these women as feminists by later generations. Many discussants agreed: goals of gender equality underpinned their activism; they were powerful advocates for women's experiences as wage earners; and they also addressed women's unpaid labour as wives and mothers in the home. 19 June Hannam and Karen Hunt in their own study of socialist women from this period preferred the term 'woman-focused' to 'feminist' in describing the female politics of these networks. 64 Further discussion about the comparative resonance with 'womanism' would be apposite for future exploration. In the Egyptian context discussed by Booth a contemporary term, nisa'i, meaning 'to do with women', perhaps did similar work.
The workshop ended with a roundtable discussion featuring contributions from Erica The papers had drawn attention to a variety of semantic and political motivations historical subjects had for refusing the term 'feminist'. African specialist Kerrie Thornhill questioned whether 'rejection' is the appropriate term to deploy in the case of colonised subjects, given the epistemic violence enacted in imperial contexts. Burton observed that in her view, the term 'feminist' had, over the course of the day, often been portrayed as something that historic individuals would have identified with or rejected, rather than a continually shifting 20 set of ideologies and beliefs. She also suggested that Joan Scott conceptualised gender differently to the ways in which many speakers had done so during the workshop-Scott perceiving gender as 'a force field, a vibrant matter', as Burton put it, rather than a distinct identity marker. 65 Lucy Delap also queried an approach that led to a focus on conceptualising the ways in which feminists had been divided by identity, suggesting that spatiality may offer fertile new ways to research feminist stories. Mukherjee's examination of the shifting rhetoric and agendas her subjects articulated in different global spaces provides one productive possibility in this respect.
As co-organisers of the workshop we welcomed these debates and the richness of views articulated. On balance, both authors of this article were left feeling wary of applying categorisations to historical subjects who explicitly declined such a label, though we recognise the intellectual arguments for so doing-including its convenience as historical shorthand. 66 Some participants argued for a political imperative to position historic figures within a framework (i.e. feminism) that would make them accessible and legible to a wider public audience today. Eisenstein's desire for a flexible model of 'polyversal feminisms' which can encompass the manifold modes through which women seek empowerment in heterogeneous contexts is an important intellectual move, and one which is informing some of the most exciting work in this field. 67 But we also question if a proliferation of 'feminisms' is best suited to the task. Whilst excavating the intellectual history of women-centred ideologies is a critical project, there might also be a case for privileging praxis rather than theory as the initial unit of analysis to better enable comparative women's history.
Foregrounding the disparate female empowerment strategies women deploy, be they practical or discursive, could function as a productive tool in this respect. For, as we have seen, the 21 'feminisms' scholars have identified for the 1870-1930 period are extraordinarily diverse.
They include instances of collective action, such as the female trade unions considered by Percy, to more diverse forms of cultural work, for example, Indian women's appropriation of Hindu mythologies. There are examples of inclusive, transnational female projects, but many were exclusionary in terms of class, race, or nationality. Some women, moreover, practised modes of empowerment which eschewed the collective in favour of more individualistic projects of deliberation, such as Couvreur's re-writing of historical narratives in Booth's study.
The concept of women's empowerment strategies was initially delineated in the 1980s by female activists in the southern hemisphere to problematize the dominance of American and
European theorising on the position of women. 68 It was swiftly co-opted by those working in international development, but in ways that often emphasised local initiatives over the responsibilities of states and international bodies. As a result, in recent years, many feminist theorists in the fields of international studies and globalisation have called for tightly contextualised analyses of female agency to understand the possible strategies available to women. They observe that this necessitates a recognition that individual empowerment might involve embracing modes of thought and action (including participation in right-wing or masculinist movements, the strategic use of passivity or dissimulation and so on) which may depart dramatically from Western liberal notions of feminist agency. 69 Pursuing an agentfocused perspective through analysing female empowerment strategies could ensure that privileged discourses do not over-determine our interpretations. This might also enable us to identify more acutely points of contact for a shared politics. Utilising a pragmatic conceptual framework of this nature has the potential to ensure we do not inadvertently disguise the plurality of ways women have historically attempted to empower themselves; how and why 22 they sought to conceptualise and define their positions in opposition to other women; and the global impact of these, at times, competing models of empowerment at a critical moment of modernity. As discussions continue over the campaigns which led to the partial enfranchisement women in Britain in 1918, there is an urgent need to situate British women's activism, vocabularies, and concepts within the wider global debates and actions of which they formed a part.
